
 
 

DAY 7 - SUN SALUTATION ROUNDS - 

STANDING AND CHAIR POSES 

Transcript 

This recording guides you through three rounds of the chair sun salutation.  

To achieve a faster pace, only key actions are described, so this recording is for those who are 

familiar with the main poses and the modifications. 

If you have low blood pressure or vertigo, be careful with this pace. Move slowly as you move 

between standing and seated poses, and as you raise and lower the head. 

At any time, if you feel tired or dizzy, sit and rest. 

(0:45) PREPARING FOR THE SUN SALUTATION 
Start by either standing or sitting. 

 If you’re standing ensure that you’re close enough to the chair to sit in it. 

Have the feet about hip width apart and let the arms relax by the sides. 

 If you’re sitting in the chair, come towards the edge so you can place your feet on the 

ground.  

Have the feet about hip width apart and let the hands rest in the lap or on the knees or 

thighs. 

(1:20) FIRST ROUND 
Bring the hands together in prayer position at the heart. 

Deep breath in and out. 

1. Inhale: Arms above the head or to the sides, open the chest. 

2. Exhale: Bend forward or sit in the chair. 

3. Inhale: Come up to sit in the chair. 

4. Resting breath. 

5. Inhale: Draw the right knee to the chest. 

6. Exhale: Lower the foot. 

7. Inhale: Cat – tailbone back, open the chest. 

8. Exhale: Tailbone under, round through the back. 

9. And another cat …Inhale: Open the chest. 

10. Exhale: Round through the back. 

11. Inhale: Straighten up and raise the left knee. 
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12. Exhale: Lower the leg. 

13. Inhale … 

14. … and then exhale, come forward.  

If you wish, bring the buttocks off the chair. 

15. Inhale: Sit up or stand, bring the arms overhead or to the sides. 

16. Exhale: Hands in prayer position at the heart 

17. Deep breath in, out. 

18. Inhale: Arms above the head or to the sides. 

19. Exhale: Bending forward or sitting in the chair. 

20. Inhale: Come up and sit. 

21. Resting breath. 

22. Inhale: Left knee to the chest. 

23. Exhale: Lower the leg. 

24. Two cats … Inhale: Tailbone back, open the chest. 

25. Exhale: Tailbone under, round through the back. 

26. Inhale: Open up. 

27. Exhale: Round through the back. 

28. Inhale: Right knee to the chest. 

29. Exhale: Lower the leg. 

30. Inhale … 

31. … and then exhale, come forward, raise the bottom of the chair if you wish. 

32. Inhale: Sit up or stand, bring the arms overhead or to the sides. 

33. Exhale: Hands in prayer position at the heart 

(4:36) SECOND ROUND 
Second round. 

1. Inhale: Arms above the head or to the sides, open the chest. 

2. Exhale: Bending forward or sitting. 

3. Inhale: Straighten up. Sit in the chair. 

4. Exhale. 

5. Inhale: Draw the right knee to the chest. 

6. Exhale: Lower the foot. 

7. Inhale: Cat – tailbone back, open the chest. 

8. Exhale: Tailbone under, round through the back. 

9. Inhale: Open the chest. 

10. Exhale: Round through the back. 

11. Inhale: Raise the left knee. 

12. Exhale: Lower the leg. 

13. Breathing in … 

14. … and then exhale, bending forward.  
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15. Inhale: Sit up or stand, and bring the arms overhead or to the sides. 

16. Exhale: Hands in prayer position at the heart 

17. Breath in, out. 

18. Inhale: Arms above the head or to the sides. 

19. Exhale: Forward bend or sit in the chair. 

20. Inhale: Coming up and sitting. 

21. Resting breath. 

22. Inhale: Left knee to the chest. 

23. Exhale: Lower the leg. 

24. Two cats … Inhale: Open the chest. 

25. Exhale: Round through the back. 

26. And again, inhale: Open up. 

27. Exhale: Round through the back. 

28. Inhale: Right knee to the chest. 

29. Exhale: Lower the leg. 

30. Breathing in … 

31. … and then exhaling, coming forward. 

32. Inhale: Sit up or stand, bring the arms overhead or to the sides. 

33. Exhale: Hands in prayer position at the heart 

(7:19) THIRD ROUND 
Last round. 

1. Inhale: Arms above the head or to the sides. 

2. Exhale: Bending forward or sitting in the chair. 

3. Inhale: Coming up, sitting in the chair. 

4. Resting breath. 

5. Inhale: Right. 

6. Exhale: Lower the leg 

7. Inhale: Cat – tailbone back, chest open. 

8. Exhale: Round through the back. 

9. Inhale: Open the chest. 

10. Exhale: Round through the back. 

11. Inhale: Left knee to the chest. 

12. Exhale: Lower the leg. 

13. Inhale … 

14. … and then exhale forward bend.  

15. Inhale: Sitting up or standing, arms overhead or to the sides. 

16. Exhale: Hands in prayer position at the heart 

17. Breathing in, and out. 

18. Inhale: Arms above the head or to the sides. 

19. Exhale: Bending forward or sitting. 
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20. Inhale: Coming up and sitting. 

21. Exhale: Resting breath. 

22. Inhale: Left knee to the chest. 

23. Exhale: Lower the leg. 

24. Inhale: Cat – opening the chest. 

25. Exhale: Rounding through the back. 

26. Inhale: Opening through the chest. 

27. Exhale: Rounding through the back. 

28. Inhale: Right knee to the chest. 

29. Exhale: Lower the leg. 

30. Inhale … 

31. … and then exhale, coming forward. 

32. Inhale: Sit or stand, and bring the arms overhead or to the sides. 

33. Exhale: Hands in prayer position at the heart 

 

Close the eyes. 

Deep breaths in and out. 

If you’re standing, open the eyes, sit in the chair, and then close the eyes again. 

For all, lower the hands into the lap or place them on the thighs. 

Rest here awhile, and then when you’re ready, open the eyes and continue with your day. 


